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WHERE WIRELESS, NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURE AND
DATA CENTRE LEADERS COLLABORATE FOR 5G DEPLOYMENT
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In preparation for upcoming developments in 5G, we have seen a dramatic
convergence of different telecommunications sectors. As the industry plans for
these trends, the communications infrastructure roadmap to global roll-out
remains ambiguous. We wanted to provide the opportunity to bring together the
key verticals within the communications infrastructure space to facilitate and
streamline the necessary discussions for this digital future.
We are delighted to announce that we are working in partnership with
BroadGroup, Capacity Media, Layer123 and TowerXchange to deliver the
inaugural Communications Infrastructure Summit - the first strategic industry
meeting and debate for global infrastructure leaders to solve challenges aligned
with 5G deployment. The unique gathering of fibre, wireless, software, hardware
and data centre companies will also provide first hand insight on cross-industry
collaboration and convergence. If your business strategic objective is to lead in
technology development and network performance, don’t miss the opportunity to
join the call to action.
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Gain valuable insight
KEY THEMES FROM THE AGENDA

The future of the
TowerCo model

Fibre Densification
strategy

Small cell deployment

// VIEW THE AGENDA

Understanding the
Edge

The future of Intelligent
networks
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WHERE THE FUTURE OF THE COMMUNICATIONS
INFRASTRUCTURE BUSINESS IS DECIDED
The unique gathering of fibre, wireless, software, hardware and data centre companies
will provide first-hand insight on cross-industry collaboration and convergence. If
your business’ strategic objective is to lead in technology development and network
performance, don’t miss the opportunity to join the communication infrastructure
industry’s call to action.

UNLOCK YOUR OPPORTUNITIES:
Maximise brand awareness
Create partnerships and build relationships
Share technological advances and services
Make major announcements
Gain exposure and connect with your clients face-to-face
Meet with senior decision-makers

www.commsinfra.com
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PRE-EVENT BRANDING
Corporate logo and profile to be included on the summit
brochure to be distributed to targeted mailing lists from
BroadGroup, Capacity Media, Layer123 and TowerXchange
databases
Corporate logo to appear on event advertisements in
Capacity magazine and other trade publications
Corporate logo to appear on all emails marketing the event
Corporate logo and profile to appear on the event website
with hyperlink to and from your website

ON THE DAY BRANDING

Lead sponsors receive five
attendee passes for employees
to attend the full event and five
attendee passes for invited
guests
JOIN US AS A LEAD SPONSOR

www.commsinfra.com

Corporate logo to be included on welcome banners at the
event
Corporate logo to be included on the slideshow appearing
in the main conference room
Corporate logo and company profile to appear within the
delegate documentation in the Lead sponsors’ section
Corporate logo to be larger than associate logos

$20,000 USD
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PRE-EVENT BRANDING
Corporate logo and profile to be included on the summit
brochure to be distributed to targeted mailing lists from
BroadGroup, Capacity Media, Layer123 and TowerXchange
databases
Corporate logo to appear on event advertisements in
Capacity magazine and other trade publications
Corporate logo to appear on all emails marketing the event
Corporate logo and profile to appear on the event website
with hyperlink to and from your website

ON THE DAY BRANDING

Associate sponsors receive three
attendee passes for employees
to attend the full event and two
attendee passes for invited guests
JOIN US AS AN ASSOCIATE SPONSOR

www.commsinfra.com

Corporate logo to be included on welcome banners at the
event
Corporate logo to be included on the slideshow appearing
in the main conference room
Corporate logo and company profile to appear within the
delegate documentation in the Associate sponsors’ section

$12,500 USD

Breakfast &
Coffee breaks
Stand apart from your competitors by sponsoring a networking
function. Kick-start the first ever Communications Infrastructure
Summit by sponsoring the Welcome Networking Breakfast.
Keep the energy up at the Communications Infrastructure
Summit and sponsor a coffee break. The coffee breaks are great
for impromptu networking, giving the audience a chance to
connect in a casual, relaxed environment.
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Lunch & Reception
Stand out from the crowd with sponsorship of the Networking
Lunch or Evening Drinks Reception*. These provide great
opportunities to do something different or infuse some fun
into your Communications Infrastructure Summit experience.
These options provide effective high-visibility branding at the
day’s lush profile functions.
*EVENING DRINKS RECEPTION HAS NOW SOLD OUT
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Creative options
Communications Infrastructure Summit is able to deliver
tailored solutions working with specific objectives in mind.
The sponsorship team are happy to discuss any further ideas
such as sponsoring the executive meeting zone, as well as
sponsored badges and lanyards etc.
For an obligation-free consultation, please contact:
Ross Webster
Event Director
+44 207 779 7286
ross.webster@capacitymedia.com
www.commsinfra.com
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Presented by:
BroadGroup is an Information Media Technology and Professional Services company providing
a value chain of consulting and research, publications, and preeminent conference brands
including the annual Datacloud Global Congress focused on data centre, cloud, Edge and Finvest
for IT infrastructure and investment. It owns the leading digital and printed news resource, Data
Economy.

Founded in 2000 Capacity Media is an essential source of news and events in today’s
telecommunications wholesale carrier and service provider marketplace and focuses on the
critical business issues that carriers face in the rapidly changing telecoms market.

Layer123 is a new generation business information and networking service provider, specialising
in enabling knowledge exchange between network strategy professionals.

TowerXchange is an open community for thought leaders in the emerging market towers industry.
It brings together MNOs, towercos, investors, equipment and service providers to share best
practices in passive and active infrastructure management, opex reduction, and to accelerate
infrastructure sharing.
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